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TEXLINE® FIX W Spray Kit 

 
Spray gun and accessories for the application of TEXLINE FIX W pallets adhesive 
 
The TEXLINE FIX W spray kit serves for the application of the pallets adhesive used for T-shirt printing.  
The closed system avoids drying, skin formation and plugging of the nozzles. The TEXLINE spray gun 
offers the convenience and tuning possibilities of common lacquering guns and facilitates an adhesive 
application without over-spraying. In contrary to the usual can gun, the TEXLINE spray gun is connected 
directly with the adhesive container which avoids frequent refilling and cleaning. 
 
 
 
Assembling of the spray gun: 
 
 

1 

 

 
 

Screw the adapter of the tube (Bihl) 
into the metal opening of the gun.  
Ensure it fits close and tight! 

2 

 

 
 
Hold the adhesive container with the 
opening in upright position:  
Unscrew the cap and replace it by the 
valve. 
Ensure exact fitting! 

3 

 

 
 
Cut the tube (5m) to the suitable 
length and connect it with the adapter 
at the gun.  
Secure with hose clamps and check 
leak tightness!  
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4 

 

 
 
Connect the opposite side of the tube 
the same way to the adapter of the 
valve. 

5 

 

Connect the adapter of the tube for 
pressure air with the handhold of the 
gun and attach it to the pressure air 
line. 
Necessary pressure air:  
Free of oil and water, 1,5 - 2 bar. 
Interconnect a pressure reducer and 
an oil- / water separator, if necessary. 

6 

 

 
 
Connect both adapters (Jolly) 
Suspend the adhesive container with 
the opening downwards and start 
spraying. 

 
 
Processing and Handling: 
 
In order to the keep cleaning efforts low, we recommend to cover the surface of the pallet with a film 
(e.g. a so-called masking film). After completing the job, the film with the adhesive residues can simply 
be removed instead of cleaning the pallets with solvents. 
 
The components of the TEXLINE FIX W spray kit are adjusted to the application of the ecological spray 
adhesive TEXLINE FIX W. With its fine, nebular adhesive application the advantages of this adhesive 
system become fully effective, the optimum alternative to the aerosol adhesives. Residues on the 
machines can be reduced by decreasing the overspray at an air inlet of approx. 1,5 bar. Tune the air 
inlets in a way that a round spray jet is achieved, thus dosing the adhesive exactly onto the printing 
pallet. 
 
 
Cleaning:  
 
Adhesive residues can be removed from the printing pallet with MECOPLUS 4240 CR-L. Also, tools and 
the body of the spray can be cleaned with this product. Let the cleaner react for 5 to 10 minutes and 
wipe off the softened adhesive/ cleaner mixture. 
 
There are no spare parts necessary for the TEXLINE FIX W spray Kit. 
 


